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QUESTION: 52
A report author would like to reuse a logo across all existing reports. Which object
should be used?

A. Template
B. Bookmark
C. Global Class
D. Layout Component Reference

Answer: D

QUESTION: 53
A report author has created a Dashboard visualization and needs to filter it on a data
item that is not displayed. How can this be accomplished?

A. Create a context filter.
B. Create a data set filter.
C. Modify the exclude value on the column property.
D. Add the data item to the visualization and set its display property to hide.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 54
How can a report author ensure that a report changes automatically when rotating a
mobile device between Landscape and Portrait views?

A. Set all objects to Portrait views.
B. Set all report objects to Portrait aware.
C. Set the Mobile alignment property to Automatic.
D. Size the object as a percentage of the available space.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 55
What does a developer need to know in order to expose Cognos Analytics Dashboards
for mobile consumption?

A. Objects have to be sized appropriately.
B. Only Active Reports can be viewed on a mobile device.
C. The interface is not consistent between the desktop and mobile.
D. The Cognos Mobile App is the only method for accessing a Dashboard.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 56
A report author created the following list report and wants to filter all order methods
which generated total revenue less than one billion.

Which filter should be used?

A. A detail filter as [Revenue] >= 100000000 with application set to before auto
aggregation.
B. A detail filter as [Revenue] >= 100000000 with application set to after auto
aggregation.
C. A detail filter for Total([Revenue]) >= 100000000 with application set to before
auto aggregation.
D. A detail filter for Total([Revenue]) >= 100000000 with application set to after auto
aggregation.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 57
A company has a Product Returns report. The Return Comments query item is present
in the list query but was left out of the list due to space constraints on the report page.
The users have asked to see this information interactively. How could the report author
add this functionality with only minimal changes to the existing report?

A. Add HTML Items to the Product Name cell that use Report Expression to assign
[Return comments] to HTML span title.
B. Add Product Description as a list column and use the Render Variable property and
a prompt to conditionally render the column.
C. Add a Drill-through definition to the Product name cell and set the Target to Label
and Data Item to the [Return comments] query item.
D. Insert a master-detail single row microchart to the Product column cell with
transparency on and chart Tooltips property set to Absolute.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 58
A report author wants to ensure a complete mobile experience on an iPad tablet by
enabling swipe gesturing between pages of a Data deck. What must be done to achieve
this?

A. Connect an Iterator to a Deck with a variable. Set the slide animation direction of
the Deck to a direction. Change the property of the Iterator label Area to Page Dots.
B. Connect a Button bar to a Deck with a variable. Set the slide animation direction of
the Deck to a direction. Change the property of the Iterator label Area to Page Dots.
C. Connect an Iterator to a Deck with a variable. Set the slide animation direction of
the Deck to a direction. Change the property of the Iterator label Area to Iterator
Number.
D. Connect a Button bar a Deck with a variable. Set the slide animation direction of
the Deck to a direction. Change the property of the Iterator label Area to iterator
Number.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 59
A report author would like to create multiple variable connections in a report that
contains one control and two Lists in order to compare data. Which statement is true?

A. It is not possible to create two connections unless there are two different controls
and two Lists.
B. The report author should be able to create two connections only if the values have
the same data type.
C. The report author should be able to create one or more connections but the
variable's Behavior should be the same.
D. The report author should be able to create multiple connections on one control by
creating new connections, both variables can also show different Behavior.

Answer: D
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